why Princess is the
best choice to see mexico
®

See Mexico With the Experts
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We were the first cruise line to sail the Mexican Riviera in 1965, and more than
50 years later no other cruise line offers an experience quite like Princess. Choose
from 7- to 10-day sailings, roundtrip from Los Angeles or San Francisco and visit
hot spots south of the border like Cabo San Lucas, Puerto Vallarta, Mazatlán, and
less-traveled jewels like Loreto and Manzanillo.

Discover Ocean Medallion™ Cruising
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Select 7-day sailings roundtrip from Los Angeles feature Ocean Medallion
cruising, offering a personalized vacation like never before. Complimentary to
every guest, Ocean Medallion anticipates your needs, so you have more time to
relax and reconnect with those you love. Enjoy hassle-free arrival and boarding,
invitations to events events and excursions based on your profile preferences, and
food & drinks delivered to you poolside.

The Fiesta Spirit Comes Aboard
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Experience the culture and flavors of Mexico on board with Mariachi music and
folkloric performances as part of our Festivals of the World Mexican Fiesta with
traditional Día de los Muertos celebrations, activities and crafts. Savor iconic
dishes, from fresh tacos, ceviche and mole, to margaritas, and even wine and
tequila tastings of Mexico’s most popular offerings.

Relax & Rejuvenate
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Here you’ll find the perfect way to revitalize, whether lounging on the glorious
beaches of the Mexican Riviera or exploring the festive coastal towns. Back on
board, soak up the sun and watch a hit film alongside our freshwater pools with
Movies Under the Stars.® Enjoy world-class production shows, a Vegas-style casino
and live music, indulge with a luxurious treatment in the Lotus Spa® or relax with
an afternoon in The Sanctuary.

Best Cruise Line for Families*
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Sailing with Princess to Mexico is the ideal way to spend quality time with loved
ones. Revel in family-friendly activities on board, like Camp Discovery youth and
teen centers, freshwater pools, sports courts, and many casual dining options —
from burgers and pizza to ice cream and smoothies! There are shore excursions
geared for families, including options curated by Discovery™ and Animal Planet.™
*World’s Best Awards — Travel + Leisure Magazine
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